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DERBY
Regulation
PURPOSE
Derby which takes place in Europe Magyar Vizsla Cup is in fact a test of natural game in which
will be evaluated the natural qualities of the dog with little reference to the dressage and will not
be required to correct the flutter. Participation is limited to dogs with up to 30 months old on the
day of trial.

JUDGING CRITERIA
Judges will give importance especially to the natural quality, with particular regard to the
initiative the young dogs possess and the qualities that determine the "note of the competition".
The judgment refers to the efficiency of hunting and takes account of the race, however typical,
with particular reference to the terms of search, the firm and the olfactory power.
The shift will be stopped before the end of the 15 minutes to clear inability of the dog that is
because:
the dog does not search committed;
its search is too narrow in relation to the nature of the soil in which you perform verification;
the dog does not demonstrate the necessary link for successful hunting action;
the dog has shown disregard for the game;
to contact the game, the dog becomes uncontrollable.
During the turn, the driver has to limit the use of whistles or calls; an insistent dissimilar
treatment will determine the interruption of the session.

GAME VALID
All traditionally hunted game with a pointing dog, sedentary or migratory (pheasant, partridge,
red partridge, quail, woodcock, snipe, snipe, strainer, hazel, grouse), with the exception of the
common hare and variable, it will be valid for game hunting tests on whole natural game.

SOILS
Such as to enable the Judge to be able to easily follow the work done by the dogs.
Ideal land will be those in which the uniform and large fields are interspersed with areas with
tight spaces and covered with vegetation for appreciate the ability to take their action to the
diverse environmental conditions.

ROUNDS
The first round will be 15 minutes and the dog will run in solo. Any recall round will be in solo
too and its duration will be at the discretion of the judge.

PERFORMANCE
The Derby is mainly to highlight the natural qualities of the young dogs who take part;
with this premise the performance are illustrated below:
The pace must always be provided under the breed standard in the various phases of work.
Temporary motivated alterations by contingent stimuli are tolerated.
The speed must be according to the soil, the density and the games, and must be readily
adapted to the changing of the above condition.
The search must be such as to ensure the effective exploration of the terrain.
The consent will be spontaneous: it will be tolarated on command only if promptly executed.
The connection will be constant, the dog will be obedient to the conductor calls and ready
to direct their search in the indicated direction.
Is request the accuracy to whir and the shot that will always be performed by the tenant.
In case of tests on dead games, dogs must perform the carry as stated below: on the shot,
by the official shooter, the dog must remain correct. The carryover will have to be executed
on command. It’s tolerated with penalization the departure of the dog to the fall of the
game. Failure to carry the dead game causes the elimination (except in the case of material
impossibility: game fallen into unreachable place). The dog that passed back and forth
several times on the dead game and that does not show interest in finding it, he will always
be eliminated. One that performs the carry improperly or with hesitations, stops or dropping
the game, will be eliminated. The conspicuous damage on reported game will always be
cause for elimination. However, the carry must be considered concluded when the dog lays
the game in the hands or feet of the conductor, which must remain firmly in place. It will be
a title of merit the search for a wounded game (recovery) which has moved from the place
of the fall, the more that it will be out of the way of foot. The non-recovery of injured games
that has moved away from the place where it fell, may give rise to penalties, the severity of
which must be assessed by the Judge. Where the soil conditions are very demanding, it is
allowed to the conductor indicate remotely the drop point of the game to help the dog find
the trail of the injured game. If, for any reason, the slaughter of the game has not occurred
in the turn or later recall, the classified dogs that have not had the opportunity to perform
the carry during the test will be subjected to the cold retrieving test at the end of rounds of
all the competitors in the manner referred to in the following paragraph.
Such cold-carry takes place as follows: the dog will be led on a leash in bushy terrain, away
from the public and from everything that may constitute grounds for a distraction and
disorder. Then the judge, after having unbind the dog who will remain still, will throw in the
air a fallen pheasant, making sure that the dog will see the fall. It will simultaneously
exploded a shot in the air and then the dog will be ordered to carry. The carryover of the
cold game must always be carried out immediately after the conclusion of all rounds of
each test or battery, but before any supplementary rounds for the award of the CAC and the
CACIT. The same type of game will still be used for all dogs tested. These cold-carry mode
are valid on the tests on natural game.

